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BURGO’S BAG OF FIVE
A five-wicket haul to a liberated Aaron Burgess and a stoic halfcentury captain’s knock to Marc Cossens has helped Para Vista
A to their second win of the season against Enfield at Gepps
Cross Reserve in Round Three.
Bowling first in beautiful conditions, captain Cossens sorely needed
a solid start from his only recognised seamers, but what Burgess and
Luke McLeod delivered was nothing short of stunning. From the
southern end, McLeod was unplayable, his first five overs yielding
five maidens. Burgess was bowling with an exacting line and length
from the northern end, but the batsmen seemed to back themselves
to score against his bowling, rather than that of McLeod. As a result,
Burgess conceded a couple of boundaries in the first few overs, but it
wasn’t long before he drew a false shot to a short ball by an Enfield
opener, a catch that was pouched by Tim Hodson at mid-wicket.
The opposition number three didn’t last long, clean-bowled neckand-crop, by Luke McLeod, without scoring. Burgess then drew a
regulation snick from the other Enfield opening batsman and ‘keeper
Tim Wilson was on the spot to take the catch. Burgess and McLeod
would each cannon incredible deliveries into the stumps in the
following overs, McLeod removing the bails via the top of middle
stump to dismiss the Enfield number five, before Burgess ripped the
off-stump out of the ground with a devilish yorker to remove the
number six, the home side reduced to 5/24 at the first drinks break.
After drinks, McLeod and Burgess were rested from the attack, and
the ball was shared amongst Tim Hodson, Jonathan Smith and
Cossens. The trio maintained the pressure the opening bowlers had
inflicted, but the streaky shots and half-chances just didn’t go to
hand. As Enfield began to build a little partnership, some luck was
needed, and it came in the form of Aaron Burgess’ right hand.
Fielding at short mid-off, the Earwig number seven belted a lofted
drive from the bowling of Hodson. Burgess shot out his mitt and the
ball got stuck. His team-mates were so excited that Burgess’
sunglasses were torn from his face in the huddle.
The game meandered momentarily from that point, as Enfield began
to build another partnership. McLeod (2/31) was brought back into
the attack but couldn’t quite break through, and an exhausted
Burgess soon resumed from the southern end. Hampered by cramps
in his legs, Burgess dragged himself to the crease with a couple of
stuttered steps and claimed the wicket that Para Vista sorely needed,
with the first ball of his second spell, a low full-toss that was shelled
to David Gardner at mid-on.

Burgess only had to wait a couple
more balls for his fifth wicket,
another full delivery dabbed into
the air to his great mate at
mid-wicket, Jonathan Smith.
Claiming only his second five-wicket
haul for the club, Burgess (5/25)
was dumbfounded, laying down
in the middle of the pitch as his
jubilant team-mates surrounded
him in celebration.
Peter O’Brien (2/9), who had
encouraged his team-mates all
afternoon from the field, was then
given the ball to help clean up the
tail, and took the last two wickets of the innings, knocking down the
stumps on both occasions to dismiss Enfield for 137 in the 45th over.
With some 17 overs remaining on the first day, Tim Hodson and Phil
Atkins strode to the crease with the mandate of staying in the middle for
as long as possible. For a time, it looked like their stay would be an
extended one, but Hodson was caught hooking when he was on ten. David
Gardner joined Atkins on the crease, and they were able to negotiate the
remaining overs without further loss of wickets, Para Vista A 1/47 at
stumps and confident of recording a big win in the return leg.
Sadly, for Atkins and Gardner, neither would add to their overnight scores,
and when Jonathan Smith departed soon after, a good start turned into a
nervous chase, the Goat Herders 4/54 and teetering. The flurry of wickets
united Gopi Bhujbal and Marc Cossens at the crease and as the wind and
drizzle blew across Terama Street, the pair set about digging in and
establishing another partnership. A crucial 32 runs were added by the pair
before Gopi edged and was taken, shortly before the drinks break.
After drinks, Luke McLeod set about playing himself in and supporting
Cossens, who was doing the bulk of the scoring in a determined mindframe at the time. As more rain blew across Terama, McLeod and Cossens
inched Para Vista toward their target. Resolutely defending, both players
waited for loose balls to attack, hammering short pitched deliveries into
and over the leg-side for maximum runs. A flurry of boundaries and sixes
shortly after tea propelled the Goat Herders ever closer, and when McLeod
smashed a head-high no-ball for six, all that was left to do was stroke the
ball down the ground for a couple of runs, to take first innings points.
Shortly after, Cossens notched his half-century, and despite a disappointing
finish to the innings (Para Vista lost four wickets for
no runs), the team were happy with the win.
With 23 overs still to play, Enfield elected to bat again,
and McLeod and Burgess continued their form of the
week before. McLeod picked up another couple of
wickets, as did Tim Hodson, thanks to a sharp catch
from Phil Atkins. Almost everyone else in the team was
given a roll in the dying overs, as Para Vista basked
in the sunshine, enjoying the final refrains of a terrific
game for the club, and one that filled the side with
much confidence ahead of round four.
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COP FRUSTRATING LOSS

Despite a solid performance with the
bat, a lack of bowling options and
some rued missed chances has cost
Para Vista A victory against Fitzroy
in their Round Four clash at Sam
Johnson Reserve on November 19th.
Batting first in splendid conditions at
Mt.Fitzroy, captain Marc Cossens opted
to pad-up Simon Wilson and Phil
Atkins to kick off the innings for the
Photo courtesy Fitzroy Cricket Club
Goat Herders, in the absence of
top-order mainstays Tim Hodson and Jonathan Smith. Tasked
with seeing the shine off the ball in the early overs, the make-shift
opening pairing didn’t disappoint, pushing the score to forty
without loss from the first ten. Atkins was the first to fall, bowling
for 16, uniting David Gardner with Wilson at the crease. DG and
Sarge continued the careful approach to the innings, negotiating
their way to the drinks break, Para Vista 1/70 from twenty overs.
Gardner (15) and Wilson (28) would fall in short succession upon
the resumption, both spooning catches from the bowling of the
opposition spinner, just as they began to push the run-rate. Cossens
and Gopi Bhujbal then set about compiling a 59-run partnership
for the fourth wicket, Cossens belting some towering sixes into the
clubhouse side of the oval and Bhujbal playing the perfect support
role, pushing and gliding to rotate the strike.
With the score at 134 and some eight overs left in the innings,
Cossens swiped at one too many and was caught for 41, leaving
Bhujbal to anchor the charge in the late stages. Luke McLeod came
in and bludgeoned 11 runs before he was beautifully caught, and
Ben Gardner added five to the total before he was bowled in the
chase for boundaries.
Tim Wilson (17*) then joined Bhujbal at the crease and the pair set
about swinging the bat at everything within their arc, as Aaron
Burgess urged no mercy from the sidelines. Bhujbal (21) was
bowled as the partnership neared twenty and after some valuable
contributions from Burgess and Lachlan Cossens on senior debut
for Para Vista, the Goat Herders were content to post 8/177 from
their forty overs.
In the return leg, Para Vista begun their defence in tremendous
fashion. Burgess was bowling well on his favourite deck in the
competition, and in similar scenes to the corresponding match last
season, clean bowled a batsman who left alone a devilish off-cutter,
seaming back from width to clip the off-stump.
Photo courtesy Fitzroy Cricket Club

From the other end, McLeod was in threatening form, sending
down eight overs for the cost of only fourteen runs. In his
second over, the rejuvenated speedster went up for what
seemed to be a terrible LBW appeal, and the umpire lifted his
finger despite all and sundry acknowledging that the batsman
had edged the ball into his pad. In a display of great
sportsmanship, and despite the express wishes of the umpire,
captain Cossens called the batsman back to the crease.
Burgess (2/33) bowled him with an in-swinging Yorker in the
next over and the Goat Herders were in raptures.
Wickets continued to tumble with regularity from that point,
as Simon Wilson (4/31) took up the attack from the southern
end. Sarge provided catches to his brother Tim, David Gardner
at point, Marc Cossens at first slip (deflected from the gloves of
Tim), and Aaron Burgess at mid-wicket, to leave Fitzroy
flailing at 6/73, and Para Vista in the box-seat to take both the
game and their best start to season for many years.
Sadly, that is where much of the good news ended for the Goat
Herders, as captain Cossens struggled to find someone to bowl
tightly in the remaining overs, trying Peter O’Brien, Tim
Wilson and even himself were all tried, but belted all over the
park by the free-hitting Fitzroy number six. Only Ben Gardner
(1/26) was successful in terms of snaring a wicket, but his
three overs contribution was also very costly. From a
combined eight overs from O’Brien, Cossens, Gardner and
Cossens, Para Vista conceded 99 runs, and the Lions careened
toward their target. The visiting side was rendered little more
than spectators to the Fitzroy onslaught, ruing missed
opportunities to swing the match back in their favour in the
middle overs.
In the end, Fitzroy would only require 34 overs to find 178
runs for the loss of seven wickets, a phenomenal fight-back
given the earlier match situation. The lack of genuine bowling
options had stung Para Vista, forced to lick their wounds
ahead of a crunch match against NEK in Round Five.

A-GRADE RESULTS
Round Three: Para Vista A 168 (Cossens 58, L.McLeod 29) defeated
Enfield A 137 (Burgess 5/25, O’Brien 2/9, L.McLeod 2/31) & 2/82
(L.McLeod 2/21).
Round Four: Para Vista A 8/177 (Cossens 41, S.Wilson 28, Bhujbal 21)
were defeated by Fitzroy A 7/182 (S.Wilson 7/31, Burgess 2/33).
Round Five: Para Vista A 9/196 (Cossens 80, Hodson 73) were defeated
by NEK A 7/223 (Smith 2/16, Hodson 2/33, Starke 2/41).

NEXT MATCH VERSUS ENFIELD (HOME) DECEMBER 10TH
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ROUND FIVE: TOUGH DAY, TOUGHER KNIGHTS
The bowlers battled as best they could in those
dying overs, but the batsmen couldn’t put a foot
wrong, dispatching countless deliveries to the
boundary and Para Vista’s luck had run out. At one
point, Burgess shaved the off-stump of the NEK
number three, without removing a bail. He was
incredulous, but it did him no good, the onslaught
continued, the Knights amassing 7/223 from their
40 overs. Only consolation wickets to Hodson and
Smith could momentarily ease the despair in
chasing a large total.

Despite the third-highest opening partnership in Goat Herder
history from Tim Hodson and Marc Cossens, and some tough
work in the field, Para Vista A has fallen to North Eastern
Knights for their third loss of the season in Round Five on
Saturday.
Bolstered by the appearance of a couple of B-Grade stalwarts, freed
up by the lack of a match in Division Three, Para Vista A headed out
on Edward Smith Reserve to bowl first in sunny conditions,
featuring the likes of Ian Martin, Brenton Starke, and A-Grade
debutants Peter Gardner and Ashley Martin.
The going was tough early, as the Knights batsmen rode their luck.
Taking the aerial route with all their shots, and often through the
slips cordon, opening pairing Luke McLeod and Aaron Burgess
toiled manfully in the early overs. It wasn’t until the first change
that a wicket fell, Brenton Starke drawing a false shot to Jonathan
Smith at point. As Starke continued, his initial overs proved
expensive, but the veteran stuck to his task, removing the other
opening batsman, just after the score has passed three figures.
A missed opportunity to dismiss the Knights number three a short
time later would be the event the Goat Herders would regret for the
rest of the afternoon, as he set about plundering big runs from all of
the Para Vista bowlers. Encouragingly, wickets continued to fall
with some regularity from the other end.
Luke McLeod was the first to strike in a string of wickets shortly
before the drinks break, drawing an edge from the NEK number
four, which was safely taken by wicket-keeper Tim Wilson. Only
balls later, Tim Hodson was able to draw a false shot from the
Knights captain, which appeared to be sailing out of reach of
Burgess at mid-on, but the freckly red-head made good ground and
an even better dive to cling onto the catch, much to the surprise of
most at the ground.
Brenton Starke also continued the trend of snaring brilliant catches,
awarding the next wicket to Jonathan Smith by clutching a low,
fizzing edge at widish slip. Starke bent down and forward to snaffle
the ball only centimetres from the ground. The catch wrestled back
some ascendancy for the Goat Herders, who had reduced NEK from
1/100 to 5/110 in the space of a few overs, threatening to run
through the Knights line-up and earn themselves the right to chase
a modest total. Sadly, it wasn’t to be, as the partnership for the sixth
wicket let lose in the remaining fifteen overs.

Captain Cossens, however, was unaffected, and
strode to the crease with Tim Hodson in a typically
belligerent mood. His first scoring shot was a six
over deep backward square and set the tone for an
entertaining opening to the Para Vista innings. In
the next fifteen overs, the pair amassed over 100 runs, both
chalking up half centuries and putting a scare through the
Knights camp. Tim Hodson began slower than Cossens, but
eventually overtook his captain, amassing twelve boundaries
and belting a towering six into the lush grass in front of the Para
Vista deck. Cossens hit eight boundaries and three sixes, and in
the blink of an eye, the pair had notched their 150-run
partnership, the third highest opening partnership for the Goat
Herders since statistics were recorded.
For a time, it seemed that Cossens and Hodson would snatch
the match for Para Vista, but when NEK sent down four
maidens in a row, the pair found themselves forcing the issue.
When Hodson departed, Jonathan Smith and Cossens fell soon
after. As the rest of the team searched for the ten runs an over
required for victory, wickets tumbled quickly. Ashley Martin,
Luke McLeod, Tim Wilson and Pete Gardner were all dismissed
without scoring, whilst Ben Gardner (7) and Ian Martin (9) did
their best to keep the runs ticking over. By the time Aaron
Burgess strode out at number eleven to face a hat-trick ball, the
game was over and he negotiated the final overs with Brenton
Starke without further loss, leaving Para Vista so close, but so
far away, on 9/196 at stumps – a score that may have won any
other match on the day.
The defeat leaves the Goat Herders with a 2-3 win / loss record
heading into their final match before Christmas against Enfield
at Edward Smith Reserve.
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TOUGH TIME AT HOME: N2LCC BELT THE B’S
FULL REPORT: CAPTAIN BRENTON STARKE
After three tough away games to start the season, the Para
Vista B-grade side finally got to play on familiar ground in their
home two day match against what was expected to be a strong
Never2Late side in round 4.
Some personnel changes and unavailabilities meant that Steve
Sweetman (1st week) and Bert Kulafrone would play their first
games of the season and when the Never2Late captain called
correctly, the Goatherders made their way into the field hoping to
make inroads into the opposition batting order. New ball bowler
Ash Martin was tasked with leading the attack, and with the ball
swinging well looked like he could pluck a wicket at any stage.
Instead, an aggressive opening batsman decided that he was
determined to play a pull shot to anything and everything, including
full pitched balls, and some boundaries flowed as a result. Kiran
Kumar was brought in to replace Martin and slowed the scoring
rate to a more manageable level.
Sharing the new ball for the first time this year, captain Brenton
Starke decided that he would concentrate on attacking the
batsman's stumps with the result of economical bowling.
Unfortunately there would be no breakthrough until the last over
before drinks when Starke got an edge which was superbly taken at
2nd slip by Kumar. Enter the number three batsman who, after
surviving a shaky first couple of balls, proceeded to play leg side
shot after leg side shot, even against a stacked field. Aaron Timm
and Ash Martin, who had switched ends, could not make the vital
break through and neither bowler experienced much luck. Many
high balls fell into gaps in the field or just wide of fieldsmen, and it
wasnt until shortly before tea that Timm had the other opener
caught and bowled, Never2Late 2/119 at the tea break.
Searching for wickets after tea, Starke (2/17 off 16) brought himself
and Kumar (0/46 off 10) back on but they were only able to pry out
one more wicket, Starke bowling the number four batsman. Another
clean bowled to Timm just before the final tea break was the only
other reward and the Goat Herders faced a big score, Never2Late
3/185 with 18 overs still to bowl. From there on, bowlers were
rotated and scoring was attempted to be kept to a minimum in the
final period of play, but runs flowed freely from the opposing
number three. Ash Martin (1/56 off 8) grabbed himself a wicket,
caught by his brother, and Michael Gale bowled 10 consecutive
overs of his straight breaks, snaring 2/57, rattling the pegs for both
his wickets. Pete Gardner (0/43 off 5) had no luck, neither did
Dilip Baptist (0/32 off 4), and it wasn’t until the last over of the day
that Timm managed to remove the hitting out number three for
190. Next ball, which was also the last of the day, he bowled the next
batsman to end up with 4/46 off his 12 overs. Unluckily for him,
there were no more overs left for him to attempt his hat-trick, and
Never2Late racked up an imposing 9/307 from their allocated 65
overs.
Upon returning to the ground for day two, the Goat Herders came
up with a plan to bat as long as possible. Things went awry early
when Michael Gale strained a hamstring and had to retire hurt, but
Pete Gardner and Ian Martin proceeded to put on a solid
partnership in blustery conditions and against zealous appealing.
Both batsmen looked set for solid scores when Ian Martin played a
bit uppishly to a full ball and was caught for 21. Pete Gardner
continued to apply himself well until he too was caught against the
run of play for 16.

Anthony Donnon (14), also in his first game of the season, was
looking to find touch when he unfortunately suffered a
recurrence of a back complaint. Rather than retire, cool down,
and not be able to come back, he decided to hit out and lashed a
few boundaries before he was bowled by a ball he didn’t pick
up out of the bowlers hand in the darker conditions. Para Vista
had managed to get to 3/73 at tea with still plenty of overs to
play.
Upon resumption, Brenton Starke only managed to survive four
balls for another duck, and it was left to Bert Kulafrone (8) and
Kiran Kumar to steady the ship. Both batsmen applied
themselves superbly, with Kumar striking out against some
ordinary bowling before top edging one and being caught on
the boundary for 25. Michael Gale tried to return to the crease
but lasted a few balls, and Bert's stoic defence was finally
brought undone when he was lbw after batting the best part of
12 overs. Some late hitting by Ash Martin (12) and Rob
Halleday (8) in his farewell appearance managed to take the
score to 134 before the last of the Para Vista wickets fell.
With 23 overs left in the day, Never2Late decided to bat again,
so it was Rob Halleday to open the bowling with Ash Martin to
see how things went. The Goat Herders were a couple of
fielders short but Rob (1/38 off 10) bowled beautifully and was
rewarded by bowling his solitary victim. Ash (0/38 off 7) once
again had no luck with a couple of chances spilled off his
bowling before Pete Gardner bowled his trundlers again. Pete
also had no luck, not managing to snare a wicket. Roger Wilkins
was thrown the ball for a couple of overs and proceeded to
bowl his first delivery before his field was set. Fortunately the
batsman skied a catch to mid-off, where Dilip Baptist took a
fantastic catch baseball style in his right hand, his left being
swollen and not much use. Next ball Wilkins was unlucky to not
have another, but just a few balls later a batsman obliged an
outfield catch to Halleday while trying to hit a six. Roger ended
up with his best figures ever of 2/10 from his 2 overs, and
Never2Late closed the day at 3/118 in their second innings.
While not having a win so far this season, the Para Vista Bgrade side continued to show improvement with the bat,
registering their highest score of the season so far. It was hoped
that this improvement continued, and we all looked forward to
our next assignment, Athelstone 'B', in a one day match at home
in Round Five.
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ROUND FIVE: ALI LEADS B’S TO MUCH-NEEDED WIN
FULL REPORT: CAPTAIN BRENTON STARKE
Sunny and warm conditions greeted a new look Para Vista B-grade
side when they faced an unbeaten Athelstone side at home in a
one-day match.
Due to a large number of players unavailable across both grades, the
Goat Herders went into the match with David Schreiber making his
first appearance for the season, new player Pete Grant (a friend of
Steve 'Frosty' Sweetman), and the return of Mr President himself
Scott Brown playing just to make a full side. Winning the toss, Brenton
Starke elected to bat in the hope of posting a defendable score.
Athelstone had problems of their own with players arriving late and it
soon became apparent that they, too, were struggling for numbers for
this match.
With Ian Martin and Frosty walking to the crease, all signs pointed to a
promising start, especially after 17 runs were plundered off the second
over of the day from some rather ordinary bowling. Ian looked good in
his stroke-play but for the second game in a row played a fraction early
and uppishly to one and was caught for 15. Frosty (6) had looked
comfortable too but one penetrated his defences and rattled his
stumps, and when a hamstrung Michael Gale perished quickly after,
the good start showed signs of crumbling at 3/36.
Enter Pete Gardner and Scott Brown to steady the ship, and with a
mixture of solid defence and strong stroke-play they moved along the
scoring at a good rate. With Sandie Gardner watching on (and helping
with the scorebook), Pete (14) looked set for the big innings that he has
threatened all year until a good ball from Athelstone's best bowler
managed to sneak through and hit his stumps. David Schreiber came
and went first ball, unlucky to be given lbw off an inside edge, and when
the safe Scott Brown showed his age between the wickets and was run
out** for 23, it had the feeling of another Para Vista collapse, the Goat
Herders 6/74 in just the 17th over.
Enter Ashley Martin. What happened over the next hour was a pleasure
to watch. Normally a free spirited striker of the ball, Ash reigned in his
natural instincts and batted with what could only be described as a cool
maturity and purpose as he stoically defended any good balls and
dispatched the bad ones to the boundary. Realising that there was
really only one main bowling threat to their wickets, Starke kept
encouraging Ash from the other end and kept him informed of how
many overs each bowler had left.
With each passing wicket-less over, Athelstone's spirit seemed to get
more depleted, and the runs flowed easier and easier for the batsman,
with multiple boundaries starting to fly from the willow. When the
partnership was finally broken after 83 runs (Starke caught for 36 at
7/157), the damage had been done. With a glorious shot through the on
side, Ash brought up his well-deserved half century, but was undone
soon after chasing quick runs. Seven 4s and a maximum punctuated
what was a brilliant and game changing 53. Athelstone's bowlers were
spent and their spirits broken, and with some lower order
contributions from Pete Grant (12 no) and Roger Wilkins (his highest
ever score of 6), Para Vista were able to post an imposing 9/188, the
first time they hadn’t been bowled out all year. Haider Ali also made
his first ever run for the club.
With a spring in their steps, the Goat Herders took to the field full of
energy. Ash Martin showed he was not just content with making runs
as he ran in with the new rock and proceeded to beat the bat numerous
times. After some tight overs and conceding few runs, he was duly
rewarded with a wicket when the opening batsman edged one
through to Ian Martin. Ash finished his day with 1/7 from his 5 overs to
have an excellent all round game.

From the other end, Pete Grant was
bowling hooping outswingers and
beating the bat with regular ease.
It looked as though he was not going
to have any luck at all until he castled
the other opening batsman, and he
quickly followed up with a second in
his next over from another edge.
Electing to bowl his opener through
his allotted 8 overs, Pete (3/12)
repaid the faith and took his third
wicket of the innings when a peach
of a delivery rattled the batsman’s
stumps again, Athelstone in trouble
at 4/33.
After missing the last match, Haider
Ali was champing at the bit to bowl
and when thrown the cherry he
bounded in full of energy and
excitement. Unfortunately for Ali, his
first couple of overs were a bit wild
but with some coaching from Starke
and lots of encouragement from Ash,
he soon settled down and found his
range. Almost instantly he had his first wicket of the match, knocking
over middle stump, and quickly followed it up with a second wicket
two balls later when Michael Gale took a safe catch in the slips.
Sensing a chance to get some cheap overs in while Ali was cleaning up,
Mr President was brought into the attack and given the permission to
fulfil his lifelong dream of bowling spin A couple of maidens later and
the swagger was back. All that was missing was a wicket, but that
wasn’t to come...yet. Ali maintained his good line and length from the
other end, and the Athelstone batsmen could not withstand the
pressure for any period of time with wickets falling at regular
intervals. Ali sliced through the opposition batting order with three
more wickets from a mixture of bowled and caught, and he finished
delighted with his own performance of 5/24 from 7 overs, his best
ever figures and first ever 5fa.
With one more wicket to get, Brown knew it was now or never and he
finally managed to claim his wicket, bowling the batsman and
celebrating with a loud, primal scream with obligatory double
windmill fist pump, veins bulging and all. Those that had played with
the Yogi bear over the years were not used to his modest celebrations
this time around and all agreed that retirement had mellowed the
great man. Athelstone had been bowled out for 61 and the Goat
Herders had their first win of the year.
There were so many highlights during the game and many personal
achievements had been obtained during the course of the match.
Everyone played a part in the win, and everybody was pleased with
the result. The Captain has had a smile on his face for days afterwards,
and he hopes that all the players have made good memories from a
fantastic day together. With no match in the coming week, the Para
Vista B-grade side next face Enfield away in another one day match
hoping to build on some new found confidence and to continue to
create many happy memories for the future.

B-GRADE RESULTS
Round Four: Para Vista B 134 (Kumar 25) were defeated by N2LCC 9/307
(Timm 4/46, Starke 2/17, Gale 2/57) & 3/118 (Wilkins 2/10).
Round Five: Para Vista B 9/186 (A.Martin 53, Starke 36) defeated
Athelstone B 61 (Ali 5/24, Grant 3/12).
Round Six: Para Vista B defeated Enfield D (forfeit)

NEXT MATCH VERSUS N2LCC (AWAY) DECEMBER 10TH








Para Vista B v Fitzroy C from 12:30pm
Face-Painting and Kanga Cricket from 4:00pm
Adelaide Magician Bingo Jack from 5:30pm
Santa Claus to Visit from 6:00pm
Food and Drinks on Sale
…and much, much more!

Air-conditioned facility, car-parking via Northfield RSL entrance,
televisions and pool table available, ALL WELCOME!

